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How the Two Teams May Line Up Saturday

**MAINE vs RUTGERS**

Rutgers, led by Coach Brice as co-captains for the season, is not to be underestimated. Rutgers is a defensive team, backed by strong tackling and a strong line. The Maine offense is built around deception and clever plays. The_results for both teams will be important.

**CLASSIC NOMINATE**

40 Maine Students To Take Part in Maine Festival Concert Wednesday

Roland Haynes, distinguished music teacher, will be the conductor of the Maine Festival Concert which is to be held at the Bates Auditorium next Wednesday evening. It is the first time in several years that a Bates student has been invited to participate in this program.

Primary nominations were held Tuesday night by the four classes of the University in preparation for the coming concert, which will be held on Wednesday, and the freshmen in the MCA building. A chorus, consisting of a group of three hundred voices, little more than fifty of whom are from the University, will also be directed by Mr. Haynes. A number of smaller groups will also participate in the concert.

**PRIMARIES TUESDAY**

Secondary Nominations To Be Held at Same Places Next Tuesday

Primary nominations were held Tuesday night by the four classes of the University in preparation for the coming concert, which will be held on Wednesday, and the freshmen in the MCA building. A chorus, consisting of a group of three hundred voices, little more than fifty of whom are from the University, will also be directed by Mr. Haynes. A number of smaller groups will also participate in the concert.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

The Library basement was partially remodeled during the summer in order to better accommodate the reference literature of the Education Department. The shelves and general books were moved from the two rooms beneath the first and the south reference rooms. In their place, the center room contains all books of the 1,000 volume set, and the south room has become an education reference room, where all the magazines and books pertinent to the courses in this department.

Professor Marvin D. Jones expects to open the Orono County Thursday and Friday of this week. Thursday noon will be followed by the New-Projom Club and Thursday afternoon he will give a lecture before a committee of the Orono County Fair Farm Bureau. Friday he will address the Orono County Farm Bureau.

Among the co-eds in the New Hope is Jeanne C. Young, Miss Frances Knight, Marion Graham, Thelma French, Marjorie St. John, Mary Sorey, Midge Stout, and Bernice Wilson.

Hope Coffee and Donna Kendall spent the weekend in Portland.

Gray Stone Garden

Waffles-Coffee—Hot dogs

Home-made Ice Cream

Wholesale—Retail

Open Tuesday—Friday

BUFFAM Beauty Shop

Permanents five and seven dollars

Shampoo and wave $1.00

With each $5 worth of business a manicure given

Everything for beauty's sake

Phone 95: 33 Maine St., Orono, Maine

THE MAINE STUDIO

JUNIOR PRISM PICTURES

A Specialty Both in Quality and Price

Phoning Frames Photography

New prices—To students only

BANGOR MAINE

THE MAAINE NOOPOUS

W HOOPS! big stand, and once again the Sovereign Eagles come in for the promotion. Who would have guessed it? The poor dogs have been waiting for the new team too. It is said that on Oct. 24 the men's varsity is to play their first game. There is no need to be in any doubt as to the outcome of the game, for the Eagles have been practicing hard and have won many games.

The library has been remodeled, and there is now more room for books. The shelves and general books were moved from the two rooms beneath the first and the south reference rooms. In their place, the center room contains all books of the 1,000 volume set, and the south room has become an education reference room, where all the magazines and books pertinent to the courses in this department.

The campus is now surrounded by a fence, and all students are required to carry a pass. The police are on the campus every night, and there is a police station in the basement of the library. The students are very happy with the new arrangement, and they feel that it will prevent further disturbances.

We are very proud of our new library, and we hope that everyone will use it to the fullest extent.
Desert air is wet ...
... by comparison!

Making telephone equipment presents many an interesting problem to the engineers of Western Electric—manufacturers for the Bell System. A case in point is the drying of telephone cable, in which the air is thoroughly dry.

When making telephone cable, raw textiles are placed in a heated oven in which the air is thirty times dryer than desert air.

The same ingenuity and thoroughness go into every step of making cable, telephones, switchboards and many other kinds of equipment. The dependable apparatus that results is one reason why Bell System service is dependable.

BELI SYSTEM

A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

Made and Licensed to be Manufactured in the United States of America by Western Electric Company, Inc.

PARKS' VARIETY

SCHRAFF'S CANDIES

Western Electric Company, Inc.

A. Shattenburg & Company

BANGOR

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE

Nature in the Raw is... rarely abused.

And raw tobaccos have no place in cigarettes.

They are not present in Luckies — the mildest cigarette you ever smoked.

We buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of the "It's toasted" process, described by the makers of Lucky Strike.

"It's toasted"

That package of real Luckies
Bears and Wildcats Fight to 7-7 Tie in Gridiron Tussle

Blocked Kick Paves Way for N.H. Counter; Pass, Means To Wilson, Scores for Maine

For nearly three periods the Maine Black Bear displayed the University of New Hampshire, but in the last of the third quarter, the Williams shuffled to his left to block Means from his left side, five yard line, and no one was a touchdown to wipe out a 7-0 Maine lead, and give Maine the game with only an even score in the final meeting between the teams.

Maine had previously put out a touch
touchdown in the closing minutes of the first half when Wilson took Means thirty
yard forward over his shoulder to rush
Because of poor weather, only a few
weeks ago for the first time since Hector

SPORTS SPIELS

By BOB BERG

The old state series is with us again that it's going to be one heck of a series up against them. Colby may have dropped All women who are interested in
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